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The origin of the matter antimatter asymmetry of
the universe remains unexplained in the Standard
Model of particle physics. The origin of the flavour
structure is another major puzzle of the theory. In
this article, we report on recent work attempting to
link the two themes through the appealing framework
of electroweak baryogenesis. We show that Yukawa
couplings of Standard Model fermions can be the
source of CP-violation for electroweak baryogenesis
if they vary at the same time as the Higgs is
acquiring its vacuum expectation value, offering new
avenues for electroweak baryogenesis. The advantage
of this approach is that it circumvents the usual
severe bounds from Electric Dipole moments. These
ideas apply if the mechanism explaining the flavour
structure of the Standard Model is connected to
electroweak symmetry breaking, as motivated for
instance in Randall-Sundrum or Composite Higgs
models. We compute the resulting baryon asymmetry
for different configurations of the Yukawa coupling
variation across the bubble wall, and show that it can
naturally be of the right order.
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All fermion masses in the Standard Model, apart form the Top quark, are much smaller than
the electroweak (EW) scale. Besides, the mass spectrum ranges many orders of magnitude. The
mysterious structure of masses and mixing angles is the so-called flavour puzzle. While many
solutions have been proposed, the cosmological aspects of the corresponding models have not
been studied. On the other hand, in most cases, Yukawa couplings are dynamical and it is
natural to investigate about their cosmological evolution. In this article we report on recent work
connecting flavour cosmology and baryogenesis [1–7].
Electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG) is a mechanism to explain the matter antimatter asymmetry
of the universe using Standard Model baryon number violation [8]. It relies on a charge
transport mechanism in the vicinity of bubble walls during a first-order EW phase transition
[9]. It is particularly attractive as it relies on EW scale physics only and is therefore testable
experimentally. It requires an extension of the Higgs sector leading to a first-order EW phase
transition. This is minimally achieved by adding a singlet scalar to the Standard Model. In
EWBG, CP violation comes into play when chiral fermions scatter off the Higgs at the phase
interface. A chiral asymmetry is created in front of the bubble wall that is converted by sphalerons
into a baryon number. CP violation in the Standard Model is too suppressed to explain the
baryon asymmetry [10]. New sources that have been commonly studied in the literature are
either in the chargino/neutralino mass matrix [11–16] or the sfermion sector in supersymmetric
models [11,12,17,18] or coming from a varying top quark Yukawa coupling [19,20] as motivated
in composite Higgs models [21] or in Two-Higgs doublet models [22–27] where the CP violating
source comes from the changing phase in the Higgs VEV during the EW phase transition. A new
possibility was studied recently where CP violation is coming from the dark matter particle [28].
A typical constraint on EWBG comes from Electric Dipole Moments, which is particularly severe
in the case of supersymmetric scenarios [15].
In this article, we consider that the source of CP violation has changed with time, which is a
natural way to evade constraints. Following the same philosophy, strong CP violation from the
QCD axion was studied in the context of cold baryogenesis in [29]. We are now investigating
the possibility that the structure of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix is varying
during the EW phase transition such that Yukawa couplings start with natural values of order
one in the EW symmetric phase and end up with their present values in the broken phase. This
way, CP violation is no longer suppressed by small Yukawa couplings during the EW phase
transition [30]. The main motivation is to link EWBG to low-scale flavour models. If the physics
responsible for the structure of the Yukawa couplings is linked to EW symmetry breaking, we
can expect the Yukawa couplings to vary at the same time as the Higgs is acquiring a VEV, in
particular if the flavour structure is controlled by a new scalar field which couples to the Higgs.
In principle, one has to compute the full scalar potential, to determine the field path in a multiple
scalar field space and compute the evolution of the Yukawa coupling during the phase transition.
Particular realisations in explicit constructions were studied in [2,3,5–7]. It is crucial to show that
the Yukawa can vary with the Higgs, i.e. that the Higgs and Flavon fields vary simultaneously
and not subsequently. For this to happen, the new scalar has to be light, i.e. not much heavier than
the Higgs. This is typically in tension with flavour bounds in Froggatt-Nielsen constructions [2].
However, in Randall-Sundrum and Composite Higgs models, this can be achieved [3,5,6].
We stress that in this framework, the Yukawa couplings do not depend explicitly on the Higgs
VEV. Instead, the Yukawas are controlled by some other scalar field. However, because of the
couplings between this additional scalar and the Higgs field, the Yukawa coupling effectively
varies at the same time as the Higgs during the EW phase transition. A dependence of the Yukawa
coupling on the Higgs VEV is induced during the EW phase transition, but today there is no
such dependence. Our scenario is therefore very different from [31,32], which is very constrained
experimentally.
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Figure 1. A cut through the bubble wall, which moves from the left to the right (in the direction of positive z , i.e. vw > 0).
In blue we show the profile of the Higgs VEV through the bubble wall. The rate for the sphaleron transitions (red) becomes
important only in front of the bubble wall. The green line is the profile of the total chemical potential for the quark doublets.
All curves are in arbitrary units, for illustration only. All the plotted quantities enter the calculation of the final baryon
asymmetry of the universe ηB . Figure is taken from [4].

2. Calculation of the baryon asymmetry
During a first-order EW phase transition, bubbles are created, symmetric and broken phases
coexist until bubbles percolate and the whole universe is converted into the broken phase. To
compute the baryon asymmetry produced during bubble expansion, it is enough to focus on
one single bubble and integrate the baryonic density over the radial coordinate perpendicular
to the bubble wall. The bubble expands fast with a velocity vw through the plasma and we can
approximate the bubble wall to be planar with a characteristic thickness Lw . Inside the bubble the
Higgs has a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value φ. Outside the bubble, the EW symmetry is
unbroken φ = 0. We define the direction perpendicular to the bubble wall as z and we choose the
origin of our comoving (with the bubble wall) coordinate system as the middle of the wall. The
phase where the EW symmetry is broken is for negative z and the symmetric phase is for positive
z. As the wall is passing, particles in the plasma get reflected and transmitted depending on their
interactions with the wall. If some of these interactions are CP-violating, left- and right-handed
particles will have different reflection and transmission coefficients and a chiral asymmetry will
develop inside and in front of the bubble wall. The resulting excess of left-handed fermions in
front of the bubble wall can be converted into a net baryon number by the weak sphalerons,
which are unsuppressed in the symmetric phase in front of the bubble. The whole mechanism is
illustrated in figure 1.
The baryon asymmetry ηB , defined as the difference between the baryon and anti-baryon
number densities normalised to the entropy density s is given by:

ηB =

nB (−∞)
135 Nc
= 2
s
4π vw g∗ T

Z +∞
−∞

3

1

dz Γws µL e− 2 A vw

Rz
−∞

dz0 Γws

,

(2.1)

where Γws = 10−6 T exp(−aφ(z)/T ) is the φ-dependent weak sphaleron rate, a ' 37, s =
3
2π 2
45 g∗ T , g∗ the number of relativistic degrees of freedom, A = 15/2, Nc = 3 and µL is the density
of the excess of left-handed fermions in front of the bubble wall. The source term µL depends on
how fermions are transported through the bubble wall. This is determined by solving a diffusion
system of coupled differential equations, the so-called transport equations. From dimensional
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analysis, the baryon asymmetry (2.1) will scale like

4

(2.2)

so it is clear that for EWBG to be successful, µL /T has to be large and this requires new sources
of CP violation beyond the Standard Model.

3. New CP-violating sources from varying Yukawas
The baryon asymmetry (2.1) can be written as:
X Z +∞
dy Ki (y) S̄i (y)
ηB =
i

(3.1)

−∞

where we have separated the CP-violating source term S̄i (z) from the kernel Ki (z) encoding
effects of the diffusion through the bubble wall and the weak sphaleron. It was shown in [4]
that at the lowest order in a derivative expansion of Kadanoff-Baym equations that coincide with
Boltzmann equations, the CP-violating source is proportional to
h
i
00
= V † m† mV
(3.2)
ii

where V is the transformation matrix which diagonalizes m† m and m is the fermion mass matrix.
The subscript ii refers to the diagonal entries and does not stand for the conventional summation.
It is then easy to see that the CP-violating part vanishes for
which
h the Standard
i Model
h
i has
00

constant Yukawa couplings. Indeed, for constant Yukawas = V † m† mV ∝ = V † Y † Y V φ00 φ

and since V † Y † Y V is hermitian, the diagonal entries are real.
To understand what controls the final prediction for the baryon asymmetry, it is enlightening
to plot separately those two physical effects S̄i (z) and Ki (z), for different assumptions of the
source term and bubble configuration, as will be done in Figure 3.
The case where only the Top quark Yukawa coupling varies across the bubble wall was studied
in [20,21]. If during the EW phase transition the top mass exhibits a changing complex phase,
mt = |mt (z)| exp(i θ(z)), the CP violating source in the Boltzmann equation is
h
i
h 00 i
h
i0
00
= V † m† mV
= = m†t mt = − |mt |2 θ0
(3.3)
tt

which leads to sufficient CP-violation for successful EWBG. It does not work for other (light)
flavours [4] if only one of them is varying. On the other hand, when more than one flavour is
changing, and provided that Yukawas are of order one in the symmetric phase, sufficient baryon
asymmetry can be produced, even with leptons [4].
Before studying specific models of varying Yukawas, it is useful to consider some generic
parametrization of the Yukawa variation to learn about the requirements on the flavour model
to explain the baryon asymmetry. A similar approach was presented in [1] to study the impact
of varying Yukawas on the nature of the EW phase transition. In practise, one should include
the degrees of freedom responsible for the dynamics of the Yukawas, typically the flavon field.
However, we can replace the flavon VEV by a function of the Higgs VEV once a field trajectory
is assumed during the EW phase transition. As the flavon is coupled to the Higgs, the Yukawas
effectively depend on the value of the Higgs VEV. This can be parametrized as follows

 n 
φ
y(y0 , y1 , φ, n) = (y0 − y1 ) 1 −
+ y1
(3.4)
v
where y0 (y1 ) is the value of the coupling in the symmetric (broken) phase, φ the Higgs VEV, v
the Higgs VEV in the broken phase (minimum of the potential) and n is a free parameter that
indicates where the change takes place. For a large value of n the Yukawa coupling keeps the
value of the symmetric phase until deep inside the broken phase, whereas for small values of n
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Figure 2. Parametrization of the Yukawa variation across the bubble wall given in eq. 3.4 for different values of n for light
flavours (it does not apply for the top quark). Figure is taken from [4].

the Yukawa changes rapidly in front of the wall (i.e. in the symmetric phase). This is illustrated
on fig. 2 where the Yukawa coupling is shown as a function of φ for different choices of n. The
choice of n is a parametrisation of the trajectory in the (Higgs, Flavon) field space during the
phase transition, which can be determined through a dedicated analysis of tunneling in a 2-field
space [5–7]. Typically, for a simple polynomial potential, the lighter the flavon, the larger n can
be. On the other hand, for a flavon much heavier than the Higgs, tunnelling will tend to happen
in the flavon direction and therefore this will correspond to a small n value. In this case, EW
symmetry breaking happens after most of the flavour structure has already emerged, which will
suppress CP-violation from Yukawa variation during the EW phase transition and therefore when
sphalerons get out-of-equlibrium. The precise form of the ansatz (3.4) is not fundamental for the
argument we want to make. In fact it does not capture all behaviours encountered in specific
models. However the only crucial feature is that the Yukawa couplings are of order one in the
symmetric phase and remain large in some fraction of the bubble wall.
As the CP violating source (3.2) is proportional to the second derivative of the mass parameter
we expect the source for small (big) n to be localized outside (inside) the broken phase. It would
therefore seem beneficiary to have a model which would map onto a parametrization with a small
n. As the weak sphaleron is most active in the symmetric phase, the baryon asymmetry can be
augmented by creating the CP asymmetry in front of the bubble wall and therefore evading the
suppression from the diffusion through the bubble wall. However, the CP violating source is also
proportional to the mass parameter and hence every source deep inside the symmetric phase gets
suppressed by the Higgs VEV which is rapidly approaching zero in the symmetric phase. This
is shown on figure 3 focussing on the (top, Charm) system where we report the results for the
Yukawa matrix:
!
eiθ y(1, 0.008, φ, n) y(1, 0.04, φ, n)
Y =
with
θ =1.
(3.5)
y(1, 0.2, φ, n)
y(1, 1, φ, n)
We see a two orders of magnitude decrease in the amplitude of the source term. This cannot be
compensated by the change in the kernel when going from the broken phase to the symmetric
one, which is less than one order of magnitude. There is even an additional suppression in the
case of a source term
in the symmetric phase. The sourcehterm for thei particle i is
h that is located
i
00

proportional to Im V † m† mV

00

ii

. It is easy to show that the matrix Im V † m† mV is traceless

for constant complex phases in the Yukawa couplings. Therefore the source for the top always has
the opposite sign of the source for the charm. If this were the full source term there would be an
almost perfect (up to differences in the kernels) cancellation between the contribution from the top
and the charm. The full source also depends on the mass of the particle considered. For a source
that is localized inside the broken phase, where the particles have very different masses, a big
cancellation between the two contributions is avoided. On the other hand, for a source located in
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Figure 3. Kernel and source terms for two parametrizations of the Yukawa coupling variation given by Eq. (3.4) and
(3.5) applied to the (Top,Charm) system only. The symmetric phase corresponds to positive z . The kernels are not very
dependent on the exact form of the Yukawa couplings as they only enter the calculation through the Yukawa interaction
rates. The source term on the other hand gets the expected shift towards the symmetric phase for small values of n
and it also gets a large suppression of the amplitude by ∼ 2 orders of magnitude from the value of the Higgs VEV.

The corresponding baryon asymmetries are: ηB ≈ 5.5 · 10−10 for n = 10 and ηB ≈ 2.1 · 10−12 for n = 0.1. Figure is

taken from [4].

the symmetric phase, where both particles have a nearly vanishing mass, the cancellation is very
much unsuppressed.
This analysis shows that for the parametrisation (3.4) and assuming the same n for all flavours,
models with a source located inside the broken phase are generally more effective in producing
the baryon asymmetry even though we naively expect the mechanism to be more effective when
the source is located in front of the bubble wall. However, when studying Randall–Sundrum
models focussing on the (Top, Charm) system (which would then correspond to profiles with
different n), we find that it is still possible to create a sizable baryon asymmetry using sources
that are located inside the symmetric phase [4].

4. Effect of varying Yukawas on the nature of the electroweak
phase transition
Varying Yukawas during EW symmetry breaking have an impact on the nature of the EW
phase transition [1,7]. The first effect comes from the T = 0 one-loop Higgs potential. Large
Yukawas in the symmetric phase can lead to a significant decrease of the potential in the
region 0 < φ < v. This can weaken the phase transition. More interesting is the T 6= 0 one-loop


gf T 4
mf (φ)2
, where gf is the number of
contribution from the fermions, VfT (φ, T ) = − 2π
2 Jf
2
T
internal degrees of freedom and Jf (x2 ) has a high-temperature expansion for x2  1, Jf (x2 ) ≈
h 2 i
7π 4
π2 2
x4
x
360 − 24 x − 32 Log 13.9 . For decreasing Yukawas, the second term leads to a barrier between
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gT 2 φ2 [y(φ)]2

5. Low-scale Froggatt-Nielsen models
The Froggatt–Nielsen (FN) mechanism was proposed as a possible explanation for the mysterious
hierarchy in the observed fermion masses [33]. While there is a plethora of implementations of
this mechanism in the literature, the question of the dynamics and cosmology of this mechanism
has not been addressed. In [2], we studied whether this dynamics could viably happen at the EW
scale (while it is typically assumed that this mechanism occurs at much higher scales).
The main idea of the FN mechanism is that Standard Model (SM) fermions carry different
charges under a new flavor symmetry, which is spontaneously broken by the VEV hSi of a new
scalar field, the so-called flavon field σ. Together with the flavon, a relatively large number of
vector-like quarks are introduced to communicate the breaking of the flavor symmetry. The flavon
field as well as all new quarks carry a Froggatt-Nielsen charge. The Yukawa couplings of the SM
quarks are then generated by chain-like tree-level diagrams in which the difference in FN charge
of the SM quarks is saturated by a number of insertions of the flavon field. Once the flavon obtains
a VEV, the Yukawa couplings of the SM quarks are generated and are of order (Y hSi/M )m where
m is the difference in FN charge, Y is an order one coupling between the new quarks and the
flavon and M is the typical mass of a vector-like quark. We define the scale of new physics as

Di

hSi

hSi

hSi

hSi

Di

Dj

Dj
h i

h i

FigureFigure
4. Diagram
contributing
to neutral meson
oscillations
in Froggatt
Nielsen
models
mediated
flavon exchange
9. Diagram
contributing
to neutral
meson
oscillations.
The
number
of hSibyinsertions
σ . Thedepends
number of
depends
on quarks.
the Froggatt-Nielsen
of the
quarks.
VEV insertion
leads to a
onhSi
theinsertions
FN charges
of the
Each VEV charge
insertion
leads
to aEach
suppression
of order

✏s = hSi/⇤
suppression
of order
s . s = hSi/Λs . Figure is taken from [2].

B

Experimental Constraints on a light flavon

The nature of the constraints on the flavon depends on whether it is heavier or lighter
than the neutral kaon K. We denote m > MK (m < MK ) the heavy (light) scalar case.
B.1

Heavy scalar case, m > MK

The o↵ diagonal terms allowed by the FN charges in the Yukawa couplings generate the
CKM mixing. They also lead to tree level flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) such

7
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the symmetric and broken phases, δV ≡ VfT (φ, T ) − VfT (0, T ) ≈
96  . This leads to a

2
gy12 φ2 T 2
φ
cubic term in φ, e.g. for y(φ) = y1 (1 − φ/v): δV ≈
. This can result in
1 − 2v + φ
96
v2
a first order phase transition. Finally, large Yukawas at φ ∼ 0 significantly increase the Higgs


y2
gy(φ)2
3 2
1 2
thermal mass, Πφ (φ, T ) = 16
g2 + 16
gY + λ2 + 4t + 48
T 2 . The novelty is the dependence
of the thermal mass on φ, which comes from the φ-dependent Yukawa couplings (these do not
enter into the thermal masses for the W and Z bosons at this order). The effect of this term is
to lower the effective potential at φ = 0, with respect to the broken phase minimum, as long as
Πφ (0, Tc )  Πφ (φc , Tc ). By lowering the potential at φ = 0, the phase transition is delayed and
strengthened, which, through the Daisy resummation, lowers the potential close to the origin
φ ∼ 0, delaying the phase transition and thereby increasing φc /Tc . All these effects favour a
strong first-order EW phase transition. Besides, the 1-loop thermal effects from additional heavy
fermions with flavon-dependent masses present in many flavour models may impact the phase
transition. Finally, a dominant effect may be due to tree level barriers generated by couplings
between the Higgs and the flavon.
After having shown the interesting opportunities for EWBG offered by varying Yukawas
during the EW phase transition, we now discuss implementations in two popular classes
of models of flavor hierarchies, Froggatt–Nielsen models and Randall-Sundrum models
respectively.

Λs = M/Y and we introduce the ratio
s ≡

8

(5.1)

The hierarchy in the SM Yukawa couplings is then given by the different powers of s . For
example, for some appropriate choice of charge assignments, one finds the effective quark
t
c
u
b
s
d
Yukawa couplings to be yeff
∼ 1, yeff
∼ 3s , yeff
∼ 7s , yeff
∼ 2s , yeff
∼ 4s , yeff
∼ 6s . Similarly one
2
finds the pattern of CKM matrix elements |Vus | ∼ |Vcd | ∼ s , |Vcb | ∼ |Vts | ∼ s , |Vub | ∼ |Vtd | ∼ 3s .
The observed quark masses and mixing can therefore be accommodated with
s ∼ 0.2 today.

(5.2)

The explanation of the fermion mass hierarchy in the FN mechanism does not depend on the
value of Λs , only on the ratio s = hSi/Λs . If s was of order 1 rather than 0.2 we would not
observe any hierarchical structure and all Yukawas would be O(1). We are interested in the
possibility that
s ∼ O(1) before the EW phase transition,
(5.3)
as motivated by EWBG. As discussed above, this requirement imposes the flavon to be not much
heavier than the Higgs (to vary at the same time as the Higgs) and therefore Λs to be not much
higher than the TeV scale. On the other hand, there are strong experimental constraints on Λs
from meson oscillations as illustrated in Figure 4, typically of the type
mσ Λs & (a few TeV)2 .

(5.4)

The conclusion of [2] is that implementing Yukawa coupling variation during the EW phase
transition in un-tuned Froggatt-Nielsen models is not possible without violating experimental
bounds. A way to circumvent this conclusion was recently advocated by making the EW
phase transition occurring at a temperature much higher than today’s EW scale, through a
symmetry-non-restoration effect [7]. We now move to another promising implementation.

6. Naturally varying Yukawas in Randall-Sundrum model
One of the very attractive features of the Randall–Sundrum (RS) model [34] is that in addition to
bringing a new solution to the Planck scale/weak scale hierarchy problem, it offers a new tool to
understand flavour and explain the hierarchy of fermion masses [35–37]. The setup is a slice of
5D Anti-de Sitter space (AdS5 ) which is bounded by two branes, the UV (Planck) brane where
the graviton is peaked, and the IR (TeV) brane hosting the Higgs (which therefore does not feel
the UV cutoff). Fermions and gauge bosons are free to propagate in the bulk. In this framework,
the effective 4D Yukawas of SM fermions are given by the overlap of their 5D wavefunctions with
the Higgs. Since the Higgs is localised towards the IR brane to address the Planck scale/weak
scale hierarchy, small Yukawas are achieved if the fermions live towards the UV brane so that the
overlap between the fermions and the Higgs is suppressed. On the other hand, heavy fermions
such as the top quark are localised near the IR brane. This setup leads to a protection from large
flavour and CP -violation via the so-called RS-GIM mechanism.
The key feature for flavour physics is therefore the localisation of the fermions in the AdS5
slice, which determines the effective scale of higher-dimensional flavour-violating operators.
The profile of a fermion is determined by its 5D bulk mass. Because of the AdS5 geometry,
modifications of order one in the 5D bulk mass have a substantial impact on the fermionic profile
and therefore on the effective 4D Yukawa coupling. In fact, the 4D Yukawa couplings depend
exponentially on the bulk mass parameter. Randall-Sundrum models are holographic duals of 4D
strongly coupled theories. In this picture, the Higgs is part of the composite sector. The size of
the Yukawa couplings is then determined by the degree of compositeness of the states that are
identified with the SM fermions. Indeed fermions localised near the UV brane are dual to mainly
elementary states leading to small Yukawas while fermions localised near the IR brane map to
mainly composite states with correspondingly large Yukawas.
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hSi
Λs

the effective 4D Yukawa coupling between the SM fermions and the Higgs is given by
r
r
1 − 2cL
1 − 2cR
Y (σ) = λ
1 − σ 1−2cL 1 − σ 1−2cR

(6.2)

where σ = k e−ky is the radion/dilaton, y is the interbrane distance (i.e. position of the IR brane
as UV brane is at y = 0) and λ is the 5D Yukawa coupling. The bulk mass parameters cL and
cR correspond to the 5D left-handed SU (2) doublet and the right-handed singlet vector-like
fermions respectively, of a given generation. For cL , cR > 1/2, Eq. (6.2) becomes exponentially
suppressed. This shows how large hierarchies between the 4D Yukawa couplings can be obtained
in RS starting from bulk mass parameters and 5D Yukawa couplings of order one in units of the
AdS scale k. In this setup the Yukawa couplings depend on σ thus on the position of the IR brane.
Since the light quarks are all localized towards the UV brane, however, their Yukawa couplings
decrease when the IR brane is sent to infinity, σ → 0. Correspondingly, they are small in a large
portion of the bubble wall during the phase transition and CP -violation is suppressed.
Now if we assume instead that the bulk fermion mass term comes from a Yukawa coupling
with the Goldberger-Wise scalar φGW i.e.
c k ψψ → ρ φGW ψψ ,

(6.3)

where ρ is a constant of dimension -1/2, then the fermion mass terms become position-dependent
and decrease when the IR brane is pushed to large y and σ → 0. Since smaller bulk masses make
the wavefunctions grow faster towards the IR, this leads to fermions which become increasingly
IR-localized when the IR brane is pushed to infinity. The wavefunction overlap with the Higgs
near the IR brane then grows. As a result, the 4D effective Yukawa coupling increases when the
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In the usual picture, the bulk mass parameter is assumed to be constant. On the other hand, it
is quite well motivated to consider that this bulk mass is dynamical and generated by coupling
the fermions to a bulk scalar field which in turn obtains a VEV. We can then expect a positiondependent bulk mass as this VEV is generically not constant along the extra dimension. In fact,
the simplest mechanism for radion stabilisation, due to Goldberger and Wise [38], consists in
introducing a bulk scalar field which obtains a VEV from potentials on the two branes. The
most minimal scenario to dynamically generate the bulk mass is then to use this bulk scalar.
Interestingly, during the process of radion stabilisation, the profile of the Goldberger-Wise scalar
VEV changes. When the latter is coupled to the fermions, this induces a change in the bulk masses
of the fermions which in turn affects their wavefunction overlap with the Higgs on the IR brane
and thus the Yukawa couplings. The RS model with bulk fermions therefore naturally allows
for a scenario of varying Yukawa couplings during the EW phase transition. The cosmological
dynamics of Yukawa couplings in this context was studied in [3].
The emergence of the EW scale in RS models comes during the stabilisation of the size of the
AdS5 slice. At high temperatures, the thermal plasma deforms the geometry and the IR brane
is replaced by a black hole horizon. Going to lower temperatures, eventually a phase transition
takes place and the IR brane emerges. This phase transition is typically strongly first-order and
proceeds via bubble nucleation. The walls of these bubbles then interpolate between AdS5 with
an IR brane at infinity and at a finite distance. In the dual 4D theory, this transition is described
by the dilaton σ – which maps to the radion – acquiring a VEV. In the effective 4D lagrangian for
the Higgs, a VEV for the radion spontaneously breaks conformal invariance and corresponds to
adding a mass term for the Higgs which induces EW symmetry breaking. To show that the Higgs
and dilaton get a VEV at the same time during the phase transition requires a precise analysis of
tunnelling in the 2-field potential, as done in Ref. [5,6]. To realise a model where the Yukawas are
larger during the phase transition (as needed if we want to use the SM Yukawas as the unique
CP -violating source during EWBG [4,30]), we ask for the Yukawas to become larger when the
IR brane is pushed to infinity. For a constant bulk mass term c k where k ∼ O(MP l ) is the AdS5
curvature scale
Z
√
(6.1)
S ⊃ d5 x g c k ψ̄ψ
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Figure 5. From left to right, the IR brane is being pushed away from the UV brane with the hierarchies σ = 2.5 ×

10−15 , 10−25 and 10−50 respectively. Plotted is the normalized wavefunction of the right-handed charm quark along
the extra dimension. The solid curve is the wavefunction for the position-dependent bulk mass, whereas the dashed curve
is for the usual case with constant bulk mass. Figure is taken from [3].
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(7.6)

IR brane is sent to infinity [3], as shown in Figure 5. Such behaviour can be understood from eq.
and E (x) is the exponential integral function. For the bulk fermions U with right-handed
(6.2) byn using σ-dependent values of cL , cR which decrease when σ → 0. This mechanism can be
masslessfor
modes,
we redefine
c̃ !
c̃. Their
wavefunctions
are thenofgiven
by eqs. couplings,
(7.5) and
relevant
CP -violation
for all
quarks
and enables
a large variation
the Yukawa
(7.6) values
with c̃Q
vUV /k.values of the light quarks.
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functions
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fromwave
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the
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RS.
fact, the
between
the wave
the KK
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withInthat
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the fermion
profiles
withfunctions
constantofbulk
mass
terms,
we light
can fermions
translateistheir
reduced in the vicinity of the IR brane, while remaining the same on the IR brane itself – where
values for c to values for our c̃. Choosing ✏ = 1/20 and the hierarchy in the minimum of the
the Higgs is localized min
– in order to lead
to the same 4D Yukawas. The decreased overall overlap
radion potential as
= 2.5 ⇥ 10 15 , we find for the top-charm sector:
causes the 4D effectiveIRcoupling of light quarks to KK gluons to become suppressed, which eases
constraints in K − K̄ mixing as illustrated in Figure 6. The resulting bound on the KK scale is
c̃ 2 = 1.17
c̃U2 = 1.24
c̃Q3 = 1.01
c̃U3 = 1.77 .
(7.7)
weakened by Q
a factor of 3, significantly
ameliorating
the little hierarchy
problem in RS [3].
Another realisation mentioned in [3] to induce varying Yukawas is to add an operator on the
In the upper panel of fig. 5, we show the resulting wavefunction of the right-handed
IR brane that effectively changes the value of the Yukawa
coupling as the position of the IR brane
charm along the extra dimension (mulitplied by eky/2 as this gives the function whose square
changes. This mechanism enables variations of order one for the Yukawas and can be relevant for
is normalized
one, cf.
eq. top
(5.5)).
The three figures correspond to the hierarchies IR =
CP
-violation ifto
applied
to the
quark.
15
25
50
2.5We
⇥ 10
, 10 with
anda comparison
10
so theofsequence
from leftand
to right
can be understood
conclude
Froggatt-Nielsen
Randall-Sundrum
models.asIngoing
both
cases, the coupling of the new scalar (flavon in FN and radion/dilaton in RS) to SM fermions
is proportional to the Yukawa coupling so there
19is a suppression for light quarks. However, this
is still not sufficient for FN models where there is a 1/s enhancement factor of the flavon-SM
fermion coupling due to its charge under the flavour symmetry. The RS construction on the other
hand appears as a viable natural framework of Yukawa variation during the EW phase transition.
A purely 4D description in the framework of composite Higgs models is presented in [5,6]. One
intriguing way to reconcile Yukawa coupling variation during the EW phase transition with
Froggatt-Nielsen models is if the EW phase transition happens at high scale, see Ref. [7].
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